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Abstract
Marketing has a wide-ranging implication in its applications not only for profit generating organizations, but also not for non-profit organizations such as the libraries. The ultimate target of all academic libraries worldwide is user satisfaction and information services of which marketing helps to achieve in the utilizations and exploitations of library’s resources. Nevertheless, there seems to be a growing acceptance amongst the wider information profession that marketing is essential in libraries and information services. The study adopted descriptive research design, and data was collected by use of questionnaires. The target populations were twenty nine thousand six hundred and five (29605) comprising of 20 library staffs. The sample of 394 respondents was selected. The researcher used questionnaires and interviews as the tools for data collection. The study indicated that provision of library and information services should be available for marketing practices. Based on the findings it was recommended that trainings workshops and seminars should be organized for the librarians to enlighten them on how to market the library and information services.
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Introduction
The adoption of marketing activities is increasing in academic libraries as a result of library strategic plans which assist clarification of key resources and services that should be promoted for optimal benefits of its users. Marketing is identified as a process of strategic planning that can increase the awareness and maximum usage of library resources and information services amongst potential users (Debbi, 2011).

Since time immemorial, libraries foster knowledge and learning through providing access to information. As a result of increase and widespread use of the internet in recent years resulting to information proliferation, the traditional function of academic libraries as a physical collection of research materials is under threat (Madhusudhan, 2008). It is the responsibility of libraries to device means and ways to keep students to be aware of the shortcomings of unvaluated internet information. Librarians can promote and create awareness of library services through marketing information services and their users.

Information Technology has changed the spectrum of marketing information services in service delivery oriented organization such as libraries by impressing the need of its users to overcome the challenge, academic libraries with their embracing in the use of emerging marketing technologies as a strategic tool to connect users, (Kumar, 2015). Detlor and Lewis, (2006) posited that academic libraries are natural destination for students, faculty, staff, and researchers seeking information and serve as the repository for published information as well as the intermediary for acquiring material from the outside world. Academic libraries in India, have been comfortably serving their library information users by providing information resources that fulfill the needs of students and researchers. Where academic libraries are planned and managed by librarians who believed that they know best (Madhusudhan, 2008).

However, with information technology advancement to the marketing library information services to the needs for library information user their belief is under erosion can culminate to need for marketing library and information services. Librarians and information professionals have debated hotly on the need for marketing of library and information services where it was realized that librarianship has experienced rapid change and Information technology has created a new gateway for information services (Madhusudhan, 2008).

Literature review
Library marketing
According to Kotler, (2014) have been defines library marketing as a systematic orientation of all the operational functions in the library including information resource material processing, collection development, storage, information retrieval systems in order to meet the user’s needs and wants. Furthermore, he reveals that marketing as a managerial process of planning, organizing, leading, and controlling and analyzing the market opportunities with the a view of choosing market positions that are geared towards the efforts of organizational members and using all other resources available to achieve the stated organizational goals.

Leisner (2002) views the academic library as a need which aims first to enhance quality information services and secondly aims at improving the perceived value of these information services to bring in the highest level of user satisfaction which enable the survival of the organization. Marketing concept that holds the key to achieving organizational goals consists in determining the need and wants of target market and delivering the desired satisfactions more effectively and efficiently than its competitors. The marketing strategies rest on four main pillars, namely target market, customer needs, coordinated marketing, and profitability. In totality, marketing strategies
is a planned approach to identify and gain the support of users and develop appropriate services in a manner which benefits the users and in the case of academic libraries, further enhances the vision, mission and objectives of academic libraries. Marketing includes selling, advertising, physical distribution, sales promotion.

However, according to the UK Chartered Institute of Marketing, marketing is defined as “the management process responsible for identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer requirement profitably” (2010). From this definition, the key consideration is the customer and their informational needs. An effective marketer can accurately identify and anticipate their current and potential client’s needs, and develop product or services to meet this need at the most appropriate time and value to those clients of the information Centre.

**Marketing of library and information services**

Ravichandran and Babu (2008) define marketing as the process of planning, pricing, promotion and distribution of library products to create exchanges that satisfy the library and its users (clients). Irving (1992) also observes that it is the market place for new insights into marketing library services to fulfill certain criteria relating to convenience, ease of use, perception of balance between cost and value, choice and new ways of doing existing tasks.

Weingard (1995) noted that in marketing library and information service is a process of exchange and a way to foster the partnership between the library and the users. In this view, it is therefore important to note that marketing library and information services includes user priorities, their expectations, individuality, responsiveness, relationship, quality of service, the professional skills, competence and value added services.

Equally Ranganathan explains it is no wonder that when the library has been extending its scope, changing its outlook and altering its very character and functions, there should not be adequate understanding as to what has been going (McCarthy Madden, 2009, p.7). Therefore, without strategic marketing and the consequent marketing method, library users are unlikely to be fully aware of what the library can offer them. As highlighted by Pantry and Griffiths (2009), marketing influences user behavior within library and information service, but user behavior also in turn influences marketing. Woodward, (2009) the library’s equivalent of a business’ bottom-line is the library mission statement. Marketing is not used as a sales tool for libraries but as a way to understand user needs and improve awareness of appropriate services through successful communication. Marketing in libraries is not a new concept; librarians have been doing this for some time (Duke and Tucker, 2007).

Professionally, marketing is frequently cited as unpopular among library staff (Lindsay 2004; Singh 2009). Kumbar (2004) gave suggestions why there may be a negative view towards marketing in libraries, citing reasons such as the believe that marketing is viewed as manipulative, unprofessional and unnecessary; it is misunderstood due to lack of marketing, training and education; libraries lack marketing funds and there is a reluctance to use techniques originally developed for the private sector.

Boden and Davis, (2006) explains that there seems to be growing acceptance amongst the wider information profession that marketing is essential in libraries and information services; and that marketing your library service should not be considered a luxury but a necessity. This transformation of view may be partly due to the pressures from the current economic climate; shrinking budgets, and uncertainty surrounding the future of libraries and librarians. Equally, there is need to investigate the impact of market library and its information services in academic libraries (Parry, Laing and Stephens, 2009).

Indeed, the acceptance of marketing in libraries may also be partly due to technological and society changes which have impacted on libraries due to an increasing number of alternative information sources. Currently, potential library users have become more reliant on the internet, thus it is becoming more critical than never for librarians to proactively market information services (Cheney, 2007).

Therefore, there is need for marketing libraries to ensure users understand the added value a library and its librarians can give over freely available online information sources. According to Dubicki, (2007) records that there is a growth in a number of jobs advertised for librarians with qualifications and/or experience in marketing, further emphasizing its importance in today’s libraries. The existing literature on marketing in academic libraries has focused on marketing initiatives and activities – print marketing materials such as posters, leaflets and tip sheets (Gaffney and Jones, 2007; Peters and Fiander, 2004); face to face marketing such as Fresher’s Fairs (Bury and Phillips, 2005); and use of innovative technologies to promote online library services (Oxford, 2009).

This shift in approach to marketing in academic libraries support Kotler and Fox’s (2000) developmental model demonstrating the evolution of marketing in educational institutions: marketing is unnecessary: marketing is promotion, marketing is segmentation and marketing research; marketing is positioning, marketing is strategic planning, marketing is enrolment (relationship) management. The stages of evolution seem to concur with the development of the perception of marketing within the library profession. Circle and Bierman (2009) confirm this transition in library marketing, demonstrating that marketing has progressed from being used purely as a promotional tool; ‘the days when marketing was thought to be posters and fliers is over which has influenced academic libraries to adopt marketing.

**Research methodology**

The study adopted descriptive research design. This design is important, because it enabled the researcher to explain the situation the way it is. In this study, the target population was 29 605 students and 200 staffs working in...
the library. Out of 29,605 student respondents, 394 were selected as the sample population for students and 20 staffs who were interviewed. The study adopted on Yamane Taros (Israel 1997) sampling formula to calculate the sample size

\[ n = \frac{N}{1 + N \cdot \varepsilon^2} \]

Where; \( n \) = sample size, \( N \) = the population size, and \( \varepsilon \) = sampling error or margin of error \(+10\%\)

From the above formula, the sample size for the study was derived as follows: \( n = \frac{N}{1 + N(\varepsilon)^2} \)

While sampling students, the researcher adopted stratified sampling technique strata represented by their year of study and program me enrolled. Library staff members were sampled using purposive sampling techniques because it would give every individual with relevant information to participate. It was convenient because the respondents were scattered. Sampling is a research technique used for selecting a given number of subjects from a target population as a representative of that population. Questionnaires and interviews were used in data collection.

Data was analyzed using statistical methods where classifications and tabulations were used to summarize classified data. The raw data from the questionnaires was exported into Microsoft excel for easy analysis. Microsoft excel was used because it create appropriate figures and charts to identify key trends, similarities and differences in the data.

**Data analysis**

The researcher sought to examine the role of library information services. The variables under these findings are divided from data reviewed and show how library services are identified with the role.

### Table 1: Role of marketing library information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of Marketing Library Information</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create a high level of customer satisfaction</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>.838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To bring about desired quality objectives of the library</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To satisfy the needs of library users</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>4.03</td>
<td>.918</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To promote high for usage of information resources utilization</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>1.481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid 376 (listwise)</td>
<td>376</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field data (2016)**

The study findings revealed that to satisfy the needs of library users is the most marketing influence in library information services. The study findings show that there was statistical increase in standard deviation as the mean decrease 1.481, 918, 838, and 652, respectively which indicated that the role of library information is influenced by marketing strategies.

The researcher also categorized the role of library information and sought to examine the level of influence by marketing strategies. The study findings recommended that there was need to promote high usage of information resources utilization in services provisions. This showed that study of Zeithaml, Biter and Gremler (2009) that identified the unique services which make them to take apart when compared to available resources: Intangibility. The service offered cannot be produced in advance; it must be produced.

The study sought to examine the role of library information services at academic library. The study shows that library information help users to develop the information literacy from resources had the highest mean at 3.01 followed by ensure the optimum use of information materials at 2.85 followed by save library from the devaluation had 1.89 and to enlighten users from the internet had 1.56 respectively. The study standard deviation also indicated that 1.517 was the highest deviation from normal distribution.

**Table 2: Role of library information services**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role of Library Information Services</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To enlighten users from the internet</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1.087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Save library from the devaluation</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ensure optimum use of information materials</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>1.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Help users to develop the information literacy library from resources</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>3.01</td>
<td>1.483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid 376 (listwise)</td>
<td>376</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Field data (2016)**

The study revealed that marketing strategy had influence to users to develop the information literacy from library resources.

The researcher looked at examine the role of library information services provided. The market strategy was identified with balance shrinking funds in order to attract donor funding bodies, uphold the dictum that information is power, introduce cutting edge of IT systems in library and provide conducive reading environment for users to study.

The results indicated that role of library information provides conducive reading environment for users to study with the highest mean of 3.24 followed by Introduce cutting edge of IT systems in library which had 2.93 which was followed by balance shrinking funds in order to attract...
donor funding bodies 2.66 and uphold the dictum that information is power had 1.78 respectively.

The study findings revealed that that the role of library information provides favorable reading environment for users to study implied highest influence. The study also recommended that to uphold the dictum that power information in the library information services provided. The study confirms that marketing strategies have influence in library information provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3: Role of library information services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance shrinking attract donor funding bodies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uphold the dictum that power information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Introduce cutting edge of IT systems in library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>It provide conducive reading environment for users to study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valid N (listwise)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Field data (2016)

The study findings show that introduce cutting edge of IT systems in library 1.557 followed by Balance shrinking funds in order to attract donor funding bodies at 1.473 followed by uphold the dictum that power information at 1.240 and it provide conducive reading environment for users to study at 1.232 respectively. The standard deviation show significant increase as marketing strategies decrease implied that the role of library information is influenced by marketing strategies.

Conclusion

The researcher also categorized the role of library information and sought to examine the level of influence by marketing strategies. The study findings recommended that there was need to promote high usage of information resources utilization in services provisions. This recommend for the study of Zeithaml, Bitner and Gremler (2009) that identified the unique characteristics of utilization services which make them to take apart when compared to resources available: intangibility. The service offered cannot be produced in advance; it must be produced. The study concluded that marketing strategies were adopted by library to market its information resources and services at Kisii university library. The study revealed that quick advances in digital knowledge have provide the library other resources to the users with considerably more options thus libraries were facing stiff competition from search engines like internal strategy on goggle strategy.

Recommendations

The study established the influence of marketing in academic library services and recommended that most of the respondents should accept the need for marketing of library for information. The asked the respondents on whether they understand marketing especially formation services practiced in academic and recommended that most of the respondents should understand marketing services. The study asked on whether library needs marketing its information services and recommended that there was need for marketing because the university library needs to market its information services.

Suggestion for other study

The study recommended for future study to focus on the provision of library information on performance of academic libraries. The study should investigate whether data on provision of library and information services available for marketing practices. Another study can also be conducted marketing practices on service delivery based on role of marketing strategies that is adapted for enhancing marketing library and information services.

The study to be conducted to enhance marketing library and information services on students’ performance. Librarian suggested a study to market library services with good public relations, good and mutual understanding between the library and users.
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